
19th July 2012

Run Number 211

Starting at Gallaghers Birkenhead 

The Pack Carthief, Compo (Hare); Snoozanne; Mad Hatter; Peter Pong;
Cleopatra; ET; BJ; Jonah; 10”

We can always expect some devilish trail laying from Compo and this run 
was no exception.

After the warm up inside the pub the Pack assembled

The Hare explained the markings and indicated the Trail started downhill and 
for once it was so. He said that there was a Regroup, a Regroup, Pub stop 
and Regroup. The pub had an interesting name.



Down Chester Street 

past the ferry terminal

and on along the riverside

to where it looks as if there had been one of Alternative Entrance’s fans hard 
at work 



Past

And there was a potential Darwin awards moment 
http://www.darwinawards.com/darwin/

with his one eye facing the traffic Compo elected to tie his shoe lace.

Thoughts of another Beatles run (see Run 122) (never far from the thoughts 
for those on Compo’s run) and these two road signs raised some of the 
Hashers hopes 

but Compo assured us that this was a coincidence.

Across the A41

http://www.darwinawards.com/darwin/


A look at the monument to the tunnel

A slightly closer look at the Regroup



Back across the A41 and down Unicorn way

The FRBs gathered at a Check Back up Green Lane but the SRBs must have 
been warned by the Hare as none showed up.

Some more Check Backs and we were into Mersey Park where the Hare 
seems to have borrowed a lawnmower to make sure we saw the Check



Clear across the Park to Elm Road and a less than ambitious sign

A few more Checks and Check Backs 
and an interesting pub appeared



A reliquidisation and a lesson (A pullet is a barren hen) later and the visit was 
recorded

Some more 



And then it was 

And another Beatles reminder (they used to be called The Quarrymen for 
those of you too young (or too old) to remember.



Still more Check and Check backs with three Checks in one in the square

Through Birkenhead market and then

But despite our best efforts we could not find the Alternative Entrance

Finally the 



Snoozanne produced the calories

Without any of the elected RAs present a democratic RA was declared and 
the circle formed.

The Hare was called up.

Compo was called up again for his efforts at joining the exclusive Darwin 
awards club by tying his shoe laces in the middle of the road with his back to 
the traffic.

Cleopatra and Peter Pong were called up for something that that looks like 
Squealy trainers according to my scribbled notes.

Returnees (Nearly everyone) BJ, ET, Jonah, Peter Pong, Mad Hatter.

We retired to the pub for an interesting discussion about the military 
memorabilia that covered the walls of the pub. Combo explained what an 
Artificer was.


